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Dialogue Analysis 

     I suppose I have always recognized, though it is hard for me to actually put into practice 

sometimes, that dialogue in a screenplay needs to sound natural and make sense for the 

characters that speak it. Among myself and my student-filmmaking peers, however, I feel that 

our dialogue has often resulted simply in small talk among characters, which may sound natural, 

but is not always very revealing about a character’s motives. It was thus very refreshing for me 

to see the films Network and The Social Network in my freshman year as an undergrad, because 

the dialogue is not only creative and beautiful, but it still reveals character. Writers Paddy 

Chayefsky and Aaron Sorkin respectively create dialogue in their screenplays for these films that 

creates both a quick pace necessary for the story and smart characters that have been negatively 

affected by the very ways of communication that they are trying to innovate. 

     Chayefsky’s Network, because of the monologues that every character seems to have, looks 

great at first glance on the page, but how could so many spoken words translate well to the 

screen? The dialogue may get long, but it fits the characters. All of these people working in 

television are slowly consumed by corruption, and because network news needs to be quick, they 

become quick. And part of the way they become so is by the way they talk. Each main character 

has his or her moment “on the soapbox”, so to speak. Even from early on, Diana goes on about 

her radical ideas for television shows, Max and Ruddy argue about the network’s future, Hackett 

about taking the network away from Max, and Howard on the news show yelling his “prophetic” 

spiel. In the film, the quickness of the actors’ delivery adds to the idea that the characters are 

being corrupted by television, but on the page alone, the amount of dialogue and its length per 



character is extremely important. It creates smart people that know the ins and outs of their jobs 

perhaps too well, and it adds to the chaos of the farcical situation that their network is placed in. 

     The Social Network similarly uses lots of dialogue to create smart characters and a quick 

pace, especially in the final film, which takes 163 pages of Sorkin’s screenplay and puts it into a 

two-hour film without cutting out any content. But again, on the page, quickness already exists—

except that, unlike Network, the characters in this screenplay often do speak in short statements. 

For example, the opening conversation between Mark and Erica is often just one mutter after 

another: “‘Wait, wait, is this real?’ ‘Yes.’ ‘Okay, then wait. I apologize, okay?’ ‘I have to go 

study.’ ‘Erica--’ ‘Yeah?’” The conversation goes on like this for more than eight pages of the 

screenplay, and the characters talk like this through the whole film. This creates a sense of chaos 

just like Network, but it’s a different kind. Nobody’s really on a soapbox—rather, each person’s 

line of dialogue overlaps the next because the characters in their own way crave this new idea of 

Facebook and want to get their hands on it as quickly as possible, and the dialogue reflects that. 

     But the aspect about the dialogue in both these screenplays that struck me most was how the 

dialogue of each reflected the generation that it portrayed: those influenced by television and by 

the Internet. The way I see it, both mediums introduced to their audiences a new way of 

communication: television created the “talking heads” idea that allowed people to get on and 

address to the world all they want to say. Social media does this similarly, but usually, people are 

limited in the amount of characters in their posts, forcing statements to be shorter, even if there 

are a lot of them. That is exactly how the characters in these films talk: the people working in 

television are talking heads, not holding anything back in their words, and the people fighting 

over Facebook have as much to say, although there are more short statements than monologues. 

This is because, in the worlds that these characters live in, this is how people communicate. This 

is dialogue that reflects not only the characters’ views but also the society in general—and 

because it goes beyond just being smart and adds to the story, this is great dialogue.  


